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professional custom  
shadow boards
“Since we started the Lean journey at DSM Coating Resins in Waalwijk (NL) in 
2012, 5S is a well-known concept. A good example of the 5S strategy is TnP’s 
shadow boards. TnP delivered the boards quickly, as agreed, tailor-made and 
in color with the company logo. The boards create a kind of individual identity 
that increases the backing from the people who use them daily. This is helping 
DSM Coating Resins tremendously in its efforts to reach a good housekeeping 
standard”.

Martin Paridaans - Continuous Improvement Team Member
DSM Coating Resins, Waalwijk The Netherlands

Looking for a professional but primarily visual solution for shadow boards? We create tailor-made 
boards, with the exact shadows of the tools. We can discuss the options for board material, layout, 
and of course the graphical result. As a part of 5S, the board should be made highly visual.

Specifications custom shadow board 
  standard plate material: Forex (foam plastic (PVC foam)/ 10mm thick/ S400 outdoor quality plate)
  on request every board material is possible
  including full color print (direct print on plate material/ scratch proof)
  custom made design (exact shadow of the tool will be designed)
  design can vary per board; no more-price
	 	delivery	excl.	fixing	bolts	(Forex	is	easy	to	pierce	(hooks)	and	mount	on	a	wall
  mobile standards deliverable (custom made); coated in every RAL color possible
  price indication between the $ 250 - $ 350 (excl. VAT); completely depending on the size
  discount possible up to 20% over the total order amount
  quick delivery; production time will take up to 5 working days (after approval proof sheet) + 
delivery time (depending on location)
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possibilities

Double hook also deliverable

Buy a complete shadow board including Vikan materials. 
TnP Visual Workplace supplies Vikan cleaning materials (DK brand).
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